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I would like to thank the Club for the honour of judging and the warm welcome they gave me. 

Everything was perfect, from the ideal venue to the warm and sunny day, enabling me to judge 

outside. Many thanks to the exhibitors for their entries, which gave me overall many excellent dogs 

to choose front. I hope everyone enjoyed the day as much as I did.  

 

Vet (3,1) 1 Greenfield's Ch Gillandant Crystal Fantasy. Was not surprised to se this bitch was a 

Champion. 8 year old coloured bitch with plenty of bone and substamce, all in proportion with a 

good front and excellent angulation. Well shaped head with lovely expression, good almond shaped 

eyes and perfect pigment. Moved out well, steady and smooth and was a good example for her age 

in every way. BVIS. 2 No name given. 7 year old white dog of good size, bone and substance. Shown 

in excellent condition and beautifully presented. A bit overdone in head but constructed well with a 

good level topline. Didn't move as well as my winner but nevertheless a worthy Vet. BOS Vet.  

 

PGD (4) 1 Greenfield's Gillandant Shekeelah. Another excellent 2 and a half year old coloured dog 

from this kennel, very similar to my Vet winner. Medium size with good shape and substance, lovely 

outline when standing. Excllent head profile with lovely, dark almond shaped eye and super 

pigment, correct earplacement on a smooth domed head. Good lay of shoulders and width of chest, 

with correct angulation front and rear. Moved well with drive and balance. 2 Wilcock's Penelicy 

Guard of Honour. 19 month old impressive blaireau dog, difficult decision between him and my 

winner, as he s a dog of quality with excellent bone and substance. Well presented in full coat, 

slightly heavier in head with awider muzzle, and ears appeared to be slightly high set, but a good 

expression, tight mouth and wonderful pigment. Good depth of chest and excellent, level topline. 

Good angulation front and rear and compact, neat feet. Handled well and a sound mover although it 

would benefit him to hold his head up when moving. 3 Munson's Pyrburn Blonde Lynx. Tal and 

elegant, nearly 3 year old dog. Finer throughout including head, but good eye and pigment and 

correct set of ears, although a little on the large side. Adequate angulation and a good spring of rib, a 

heavier coat would benefit him, but moved well and held his topline. Has time on his side, so 

hopefully will continue to mature well. 4 Shepherd and Cordon's Gillandant the Illusionist at 

Avantgarde.  

 



LD (5) This was an outstanding class and the most difficult one to judge of the day, amongst them a 

trio of superb examples of the breed, the placings of which will no doubt change many times and in 

due course I am sure all three will make up into Champions. 1 Ford's Desalazara Fernando. JW. This 

lightly coloured 21 month old dog, really impressed me, promising youngster, everything right about 

his really stunningly beautiful head which gave him a melting expression, blackest pigment, tight 

mouth and excellent colour and shape of eye, correct ear placement and size. Ample bone for his 

size. Ample bone for his size, good depth of chest and well angulated quarters with a level topline. 

Well presented and in good coat. Moved well, if I had to be critical I would have preferred him to be 

a shade taller, but having said that an excellent specimen of the breed with hsis best yet to come. 

Res BD and Res BIS. 2 Savage's Vi'skaly's Harry Honda at Kington (Imp). I have admired this coloured 

dog since I first saw him, a well proportioned dog of nearly 3, with some excellent breed points, 

possessing a correctly shaped head with the darkest pigment, excellent dark eye with correct shape 

and lovely Pyrenean expression, good tight flews. Adequate bone, good level topline and medium 

angulated stifles. Shown in excellent muscular condition, but  not at his best on movement on the 

day. Another slow maturing dog with his best to come. 3 Kenyon and Ward's Charibere Simply 

Special at Chezanna JW.  Standing proudly, a 2 and a half year old white dog of excellent size, bone 

and substance. Well presented in good coat, pleasing head and expression but not quite the head 

qualities of 1 and 2 and I'd prefer tighter flews. Good depth and width of chest, correct angulation 

throughout with beautiful tight feet, well up on his toes. Best mover in this class and handled to 

perfection, which brought the best out in him. 4 Greenfield's Gillandant Shekeelah. 5 Munson's 

Pyrburn Blond Lynx.  

 

OD (4) 1 Pollard's Ch Gillandant Rockafella. JW. Very impressive 4 year old blaireau dog of regal 

bearing possessing all th qualities of the Champion he is. Not the biggest dog but everything superb 

about him, typical of the breed in head with a nice dark, well placed ears and excellent pigment. 

Good overall body shape, well placed shoulders and a good width of chest and excellent angulation 

throughout. In first class condition and full coat. Moved balanced and effortlessly round the ring 

holding his topline, and seemed to be enjoying himself. He stood out here to win first place. Best 

Dog and BIS. 2 Bayliss' Ch Shiresoak Wizards Legend. JW Sh CM. 5 year old bigger boy of the heavier 

type with excellent bone and substance, constructed well with outline all in proportion. Moved 

particularly well for his size. Balanced and well shaped head with a lovely expression, correct eye 

and ear placement, excellent pigment. Good front assembly, short strong neck going down to well 

sprung ribs and adequate rear angulation. 3 Haresign's Ch Briannor Ainthalfhot at Caselbarn. 

Another 5 year old smaller dog, but possessing good qualities with a nice head, dark eye, good 



pigment and tight mouth. Seemed a touch wide in front and a little longer in back, but excellent 

topline and angulation. Moved soundly and freely round the ring. Turned out and handled well. 4 

Bowker and Gibson's Febus Mauvezin.  

 

PB (1) 1 Traynor's Strondafjorden's Flippinhec Amara at Calsassa (Imp Nor). Tall, well grown and 

elegant puppy of 11 months with good overall shape in profile. Feminine head which needs to fill 

out, lovely gentle expression and excellent pigment. Nicely angulated body with a level topline, but 

tends to stand a bit wide in front, could benefit from more coat. Well schooled and shown extremely 

well, but when moving toed in comingforward and hocks rather close together on movement away. 

Nevertheless, a promising youngster and should do well when she reaches maturity. BPB and BPIS.  

 

JB (1) 1 Weir's Capyrmount Mississippi. Pretty and well presented, lightly marked 13 month old bitch 

of good size for her age. Correct head and dentition with a tight mouth, lovely dark almond shaped 

eyes and excellent pigment overall. Good front and rear angulation, looking nicely balanced in 

profile. Moved well but a bit more training  to get herself more together and balanced would 

benefit. No doubt that will come, she has it all there to build on.  

 

UGB (1) 1 Weir's Capyrmount Mississippi.  

 

PGB (1) 1 Lord's Laudley Prudence. 4 year old slightly heavier bitch with plenty of bone and 

substance. Attractive head in good proportions with nice overall shape, including ears and their 

placement, excellent pigment. Straight front and good width of chest, level topline and well sprung 

ribs, but a bit straight in stifle. Neat feet. Sadly didn't move well on the day but a promising type if 

handler could move her better.  

 

LB (5) 1 Pollard's Gillandant Sizzling Spice. JW. Outstanding and elegant 2 year old bitch of the 

highest quality, very feminine with a beautiful head and gorgeous expression, lovely, correctly 

shaped dark eyes and perfect pigment, tight mouth. Superb outline with adequate bone, good 

shoulder and straight front, excellent angulation, level topline and neat, compact feet. Presented in 

full coat and very well handled to get the best out of her, moving round the ring with such a free and 

easy manner, covering the ground effortlessly. Such ring presence and an easy winner and couldn't 

deny her first place in this class and obviously has a very promising future ahead. BB and BOS. 2 

Veale's Shanlimore Pandora at Jojims. Pretty 4 year old coloured bitch, well proportioned and 

balanced head, although eye shape a little round and light in colour, but excellent pigment. Good 



overall structure giving a lovely outline with correct ribcage, good ngulation front and rear and nice 

level topline, could have slightly neater shaped feet but didn't deter from her overall breed qualities. 

Didn't move as well as I'd hoped. 3 Lord's Laudley Prudence.  

 

OB (5,2) 1 Edward's Ch Gillandant Leyla via Shanlimore JW. Loved this feminine and pretty, elegant 2 

year old litter sister to my Limit winner. Correct head overall with the darkest pigment, ample bone, 

straight front and well laid shoulders. Nice bend of stifle, good tailset and carriage. Handled so well 

and looked a picture, moving freely round the ring - it was a difficult choice in the challenge as I 

expect both bitches will change places many times - but on the day she was lacking coat and my 

winner just had the edge on her overall. ResBB and Best Not Bred by Exhibitor. 2 Edwards' Ch Zalute 

Zeona via Shanlimore JW Sh CM. Glamorous white 5 year old bitch, well presented and in lovely 

condition. Slightly heavier type, but wonderful bone and constuction, well filled head with neck 

flowing into correct shoulder placement, well muscled body, excellent angulation front and rear and 

suer, cat shaped feet. Moved out well and with ease and drive, difficult to separate these two from 

the same kennel, but the younger one just had that extra sparkle. 3 Hill's Gillandant Akira at Cluny. 

Medium sized blaireau, 3 years old and an attractive bitch with good bone and substance. Nice head 

with a soft expression and good pigment. Going over her she appeared to have a lovely calm 

temperament but a bit lacking in movement on the day. 

 

Denise Simpson (Baldhoon) 


